The main limitation for many electron cryo-tomography (ECT) projects today is low throughput. Recently, we characterized a "high precision" single-axis-tilt cryoholder (Thermo Fisher) for the Titan Krios microscope that uses static arms to improve eucentricity by increasing stage stability. By rolling this stage as a K2 direct electron detector (Gatan) continuously recorded frames, we were able to collect a full tilt-series in seconds, although several minutes were subsequently required to transfer the data off the camera. We found that the stage was eucentric enough to allow us to eliminate tracking and focusing steps during acquisition, dramatically reducing collection time. Unfortunately, we also found that high spatial frequency data was lost due to vibration from the tilt motor in the stage [1].
damaged particles at the air-water interface, construct initial models, improve particle classification and alignment, increase the accuracy of defocus estimates for per-particle CTF correction, and disambiguate conformational changes from variations in orientation. Until now, however, this idea has been rarely pursued due to the difficulty of obtaining a tilt-series compared to a single projection. A recent study exploring this hybrid approach cited tilt-series acquisition and processing time as a major obstacle [6] . As we develop methods to collect a tilt-series almost as quickly as a projection, we expect a hybrid tomography approach to become standard in SPR.
MicroED is increasingly being used to solve the structures of metabolites and small proteins, including those resistant to forming macrocrystals suitable for X-ray crystallography. Rapid tilt-series acquisition could enable hybrid ECT/MicroED workflows in which a tilt-series is used for direct phase determination. We are currently developing a novel application-ECT of nanocrystals-which we expect to offer an efficient and competitive alternative to current methods of structure determination, potentially allowing structures of proteins of any size that form only small and/or imperfect crystals to be solved to high resolution [7] . Note the high-resolution details such as the individual leaflets of both the inner and outer membranes. This tomogram is available from the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) under accession number EMD-9261. For details, see [1] .
